Abstract-Scalable demand response of residential electric loads has been a timely research topic in recent years. The commercial coming of age of residential demand response requires a scalable control architecture that is both efficient and practical to use. This paper presents such a strategy for domestic hot water heaters and presents a commercial proof-of-concept deployment. The strategy combines state-of-the-art in aggregate-and-dispatch with a novel dispatch strategy leveraging recent developments in reinforcement learning and is tested in a hardware-in-theloop experiment environment. The results are promising and present how model-based and model-free control strategies can be merged to obtain a mature and commercially viable control strategy for residential demand response.
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I. INTRODUCTION

D
EMAND response programs can focus on a variety of applications, including energy arbitrage [1] , ancillary services [2] , [3] and voltage control [4] . A common challenge in the deployment of these programs is that of developing scalable and practical controls. This challenge arises when controlling a large cluster of residential flexible assets, for example, domestic hot water heaters (DHWHs). These loads constitute a high potential source of flexibility for demand response programs [2] , [5] , driven by their decentralized abundance [6] , considerable and efficient storage capacity [7] and ability to change power consumption quickly [8] . Algorithms that tap into this resource must take into account a variety of factors, including: (1) inter-temporal energy constraints, (2) the intrinsic uncertain user behavior, (3) methods to update models and control strategies as new information is collected, and (4) the computational challenges associated with managing thousands to millions of devices to perform system-scale services.
Three well-studied paradigms for demand response control algorithms are that of model-based and model-free control and transactive energy based control [9] . Model-based control strategies start from a model of the flexible assets which constrain an optimization problem that is solved at fixed time intervals. The poor scalability properties inherent to this approach can be mitigated by, e.g., decomposition techniques or by working with a bulk model [1] that describes the flexibility of a large cluster of flexible assets in an aggregateand-dispatch approach. The bulk model is used to determine a control action for a cluster of assets, typically following a model predictive control (MPC) strategy. The resulting control actions is dispatched over the assets using simple heuristics such as ranking according to the state of charge (SoC) [2] .
An alternative to a model-based solution is to determine a control policy directly from data observed through interacting with the system to be controlled using techniques from reinforcement learning (RL) [10] . Model-free control has the advantage of being more scalable as no new model needs to be engineered for each new asset, furthermore it does not suffer from model bias. This comes at the cost of a longer convergence time as adding prior knowledge can be cumbersome. Model-free control can be used to learn a control policy at both cluster and device levels [11] , [12] .
A third coordination mechanism is that of transactive energy control [13] . In this pragmatic approach, coordination is performed through decentralized market-based interaction. However, though it is scalable and intuitive, it lacks planning functionality as the market-based interactions typically supports only a myopic flexibility representation. This paper presents a coordination strategy that could be used for real power control applications such as energy arbitrage, frequency regulation, or peak demand management. It combines strong aspects of aggregate-and-dispatch and RL, and has connections to transactive energy control in the sense that it dispatches taking into account opportunity costs represented by the advantage function learned directly from observed data. The control mechanism we propose is scalable, self adaptive and improves with data becoming available. We also demonstrate the functionality of the controller with a network of real water heaters. In Section II an overview of the related literature is provided and the contributions of this work are explained. Section III presents the implementation of model-based and model-free control strategies. Assessment via networked simulations is presented in Section IV, followed by hardware-in-the-loop test results in Section V. Finally, Section VI outlines the conclusions and discusses future research.
II. RELATED WORK AND CONTRIBUTION
In this Section an overview is given of aggregateand-dispatch strategies and RL applied to residential assets.
A. Aggregate-and-Dispatch
Aggregate-and-dispatch is a control method extensively studied in recent literature, the concept being that an aggregate model is derived representing the dynamics of a cluster of assets to be controlled. This model is used in an optimization problem that determines the aggregate set-point for the entire cluster. This set-point is projected onto device-level actions using scalable heuristics.
The rationale for following this procedure is mainly driven by practical considerations, i.e., a reduced modeling effort and an optimization problem of reduced dimensionality making the decision making scalable. In [14] - [16] , state bin models are used to describe the dynamics of a large cluster of thermostatically controlled loads (TCLs). The bins cluster the TCLs according to their position relative to its individual temperature constraints, and linear models describe transition dynamics between different bins. MPC strategies can coordinate switching actions in different bins [17] . In [18] , a low-order tank model [19] is used, allowing for a tractable stochastic optimization [20] , and in [1] a low-order model demonstrated better results for the application of energy arbitrage. An extension to the tank model presented by Iacovella et al. [21] is to use a set of representative TCLs to describe the dynamics of the cluster. This allows model dispatch heuristics in the central optimization problem and accounts for the heterogeneous nature of the cluster of TCLs. In [22] an approach is presented that generates a trackable reduced-order tank model from a set of individual models using techniques from robust optimization.
A different approach to mitigate the limited scalability of a centralized solution is by relying on techniques from distributed optimization [15] , [23] , [24] . Here the centralized optimization problem is decomposed over subproblems. To obtain a global optimum, interaction between the sub-problems is required. Although demonstrating good optimization performance, this paradigm requires a model for each asset to be controlled, necessitating cumbersome automated system identification. Furthermore, the total computational and communication cost can be considerable as several iterations are required to obtain convergence. As the scope of this paper is on residential demand response, this work targets an aggregate-and-dispatch approach as presented in [18] and [21] .
B. Model-Free Dispatch
In the papers discussed in Section II-A the dispatch strategy typically uses simple heuristics to decompose the aggregated set-point onto device level decisions. For example in [2] , [7] , [18] , and [21] , this dispatch is based upon the SoC of the DHWH, as it requires limited local intelligence and modeling effort. This however does not make a distinction between assets based upon energy efficiency, opportunity cost related to, e.g., a reduced local consumption of renewable energy or the impact on the availability for demand response events. Essentially in the work mentioned above, the dispatch is performed using a simple handcrafted heuristic based only on SoC regardless of DHWH dynamics. This motivates developing a richer model-free dispatch heuristic that is not handcrafted and takes into account opportunity costs and DHWH dynamics. Detailing and evaluating this in the context of aggregate-anddispatch is considered one of the main contributions of this work. This is achieved by leveraging recent results in datadriven control and more specifically RL [10] , requiring no explicit system identification. In order to do this one needs to know the opportunity costs for deviating from a control policy optimized for a local objective such as energy minimization. This can be obtained from the state-action value function or Q-function that can be learned directly from interactions of the controller with the DHWH. For example in [7] , [12] , and [25] - [27] , RL is applied in a residential setting to learn a control policy minimizing the cost of energy use. In [7] , [12] , [25] , and [26] this is done by learning a state-action value function or Q-function which can be used directly to derive a control policy as detailed in Section III. The Q π -function represents the value of being in a state x and taking action u following a policy π . This can be used to calculate an opportunity cost related to a demand response event that deviates from the local policy h minimizing the cost for energy use and maximizing the availability for demand response events. An interpretation of this is that for each DHWH one uses RL to calculate a bid-function representing the cost for an action. This can be used in a market-based dispatch strategy such as transactive energy [13] , [28] to dispatch the aggregated set-point. To summarize, the main contributions of this paper are:
• A novel aggregate-and-dispatch framework for controlling a cluster of water heaters. This framework features a fusion of model-based (MPC for aggregation) and model-free (RL for dispatch) approaches.
• It is detailed how fitted q-iteration is utilized for each water heater in representing a completely model-free and opportunity cost-cognizant bid function in a transactive energy market setting.
• The new aggregate-and-dispatch framework is demonstrated on a networked hardware-in-the-loop platform comprising a cluster of actual and simulated water heaters. This platform also provides the research Fig. 1 . Overview of the controller architecture as presented in this paper, data from the domestic hot water systems is used to create a set of aggregated models in an MPC controller that calculates a set point π * φ for a cluster of hot water storage systems. This aggregated set-point is dispatched to the individual assets based upon their individual advantage functions which are learned from data directly in a model-free way.
community a good reference for testing control approaches of thermostatically controlled loads.
III. IMPLEMENTATION
In this Section we present the control framework featuring the fusion of model-based and model-free control strategies. An overview is presented in Fig. 1 . This novel control framework comprises two layers:
• In the upper layer, an MPC controller calculates aggregated energy set-points for clusters of DHWHs every 15 minutes. • In the lower layer, a dispatch strategy decomposes the aggregated set-points using advantage functions learned for each individual DHWH. DHWHs are toggled every 1 minute. The framework can be used for providing services in which an entity seeks to control real power consumption from the total aggregation of loads, such as frequency regulation or peak demand shaving; in Section IV we will explore an application in which the aggregation absorbs wind generation forecast error.
A. MPC Control
In this paper, we assume that DHWHs' hot water draw profiles can be obtained and they are updated in a daily basis. In reality, historical individual hot water draw data would be used in regression to predict the day-ahead hot water draw profiles. A clustering algorithm would be available to cluster those profiles based on identified similarities. The clustered hot water draw profile is the mean of profiles in the same cluster. Discussions on the clustering technique are out of the scope of this paper, but one potential candidate is K-means [29] . Given the mean hot water draw profiles D k w,ı of the ıth cluster, water temperature dynamics of individual DHWHs are 
where 
Then the terminal temperature state is calculated as
where
and subscript φ+1|φ denotes the prediction at time φ + 1 based on the information at time φ. Summing dynamics (2) of all n ı DHWHs in the ıth cluster constructs the clustered dynamics
where ı φ = n ı j =1 θ ı φ is the aggregated water temperature and the energy set-point π ı φ is the control signal. Augmenting system (3) by stacking all clusters, we define
Then in the MPC form we can readily have
respectively, for ı = 1, . . . , n. The constant power in the time interval [φ, φ + 1] can be derived as
Note that each DHWH is equipped with a backup controller which switches ON the heating element whenever its water temperature drops below the lower bound T. When the average temperature of a cluster drops below T, the MPC would toggle all backup controllers in that cluster to bring back the temperature as soon as possible. This feature introduces binary constraints in the MPC design. Specifically, at time φ, define
where each scalar entry δ ı φ represents the identical running status of backup controllers in the ıth cluster. These binary variables and cluster average temperature are mutually defined as
Since | ı φ − n ı T| is always physically bounded, by using the big-M method, we have the binary condition (7) rewritten as
where M sup{| ı φ+ϕ|φ − n ı T|} and is an infinitesimal. For the ıth cluster, the flexibility for adjusting energy setpoint (constant power) depends on the backup controller status: Within the prediction horizon [φ, φ + − 1], the energy setpoint is constrained as
∀ ϕ = 0, . . . , − 1. Note that δ ı φ|φ is known, while δ ı φ+1|φ , . . . , δ ı φ+ −1|φ are decision variables. Equivalently, (9) can be rewritten as
To increase the robustness of the entire control scheme, besides to the backup controller, we impose a temperature hard bound [T, T], where T < T, as
The assumption of homogeneous temperature bounds of individual DHWHs in this paper is not binding. In presence of heterogeneous temperature bounds, temperature constraints (8) and (11) can be rewritten in terms of the SoC [2] , which in turn allows homogeneous SoC bounds be imposed.
Therefore, one of the control constraint sets is defined as := π φ+ϕ|φ | (8), (10) , and (11) hold .
At time φ, letP w φ and P w φ denote the planed and short-term forecasted wind power generation, respectively, andP b φ denote the baseline aggregated DHWH power consumption. System balancing within the prediction horizon can be achieved by solving an MIQP MPC problem as
B. Dispatch 1) Markov Decision Problem: As in [32] , the decision making problem is presented as a Markov Decision Process (MDP) defined by the state space X, the actions space U, the discretetime transition function f , and the cost function c. As a result of an action u k ∈ U, a state transition occurs from x k to x k+1 following
The random process w k ∈ W is drawn from a probability distribution p w (·, x k ). The cost function 1 c in turn is defined as c k (x k , u k , w k ), which can bear a variety of physical meanings. This flexibility is a central benefit to using RL over other demand response dispatch strategies. We will discuss this further when we introduce the concept of advantage function below. In RL a typical objective is to find an optimal stateaction value function or Q-function that follows the Bellman optimality equation [33] 
From this Q-function, an optimal policy h * : X → U is determined by
This policy can be used to control DHWHs. As explained in Section III-B4, our demand response dispatch strategy is to activate those devices for which the opportunity cost for deviating from a policy h is the lowest. We measure that opportunity cost with the advantage function A h [34] , defined as:
Here V h (x) is the value function:
2) DHWH Level Implementation: In this paper the MDP developed by Ruelens et al. [12] is used, which we summarize as follows. For each DHWH with index i in the set D the state space X comprises: time-dependent state information X t and controllable state information X phys . The time-dependent component is essential to capture time-dependent patterns such as hot water usage behavior. The time-dependent component contains the quarter-hour 2 of the day:
The controllable state information x phys,k is the operational temperature T i k of each DHWH:
where T i k and T i k denote the lower and upper bound set by the end user. This results in the observable state vector x obs,i k for DHWH i:
The control action for each DHWH is a binary value indicating if the DHWH is switched ON or OFF:
As in [12] and [17] , we assume each DHWH is equipped with a backup controller, overruling the control action resulting from the policy h i . Although this can be incorporated directly in the policy, the rationale for separating this is that in a commercial implementation the exact details of the backup controller can be shielded by the manufacturer.
The function B maps the requested control action u i k to a physical control action u phys,i k , depending on its temperature T i k and is defined as
Here χ i contains the minimum and maximum temperature boundaries, T i k and T i k . The output power of DHWH i when switched ON is referred to as p nom,i .
The cost function used in this paper comprises two components, one represents the cost for energy and one an availability fee for being available for a demand response event. α is the accompanying fee. The cost function c is defined as
is the indicator function, equal to 1 where T i k > T i k and 0 otherwise, t corresponds to the length of the activation and λ is the energy price. Note that this cost function can be readily adapted to integrate other objectives such as self-consumption. For example if renewable generation is located under the same grid connection, an extra cost is obtained when exporting this renewable energy, favoring selfconsumption. 2 A natural extension is to add the day of the week.
Algorithm 1 Fitted q-Iteration as Detailed in [12]
Input:
end for 7: use extra trees [37] [12] . In general a batch F of four tuples has the following form:
Algorithm 1 is an implementation of fitted q-iteration [35] as detailed in [12] . The tuples contain x l , the successor state to x l . An addition to [12] is that a fitted double qiteration [36] implementation has been used. This is done as Q * (x, u) is not used only to derive a policy following (26) , which is impervious to a static bias in the approximation of Q * (x, u). In this work, Q * (x, u) is also used to calculate A h * to determine the DHWHs that are to be activated taking into account their opportunity cost as expressed in (24) . As such the performance of the approach presented is more susceptible to approximation errors = | Q * (x, u) − Q * (x, u)|. By working within a fitted double q-iteration setting, this error is reduced. After obtaining Q * ,i (x, u) for DHWH i, A i (x, u) is defined as
To approximate the Q-function, an ensemble of extremely randomized trees [35] was used. Future research is directed towards using more advanced regression architectures, specifically [34] a dueling architecture as it allows for a direct representation of the advantage function A. 4) Real Time Control: Finally as illustrated in Fig. 1 , the control action π * φ resulting from the MPC controller is to be dispatched over the cluster of DHWHs. This comes down to solving the following optimization problem
s.t. 3 to which is found by following Algorithm 2. The relation with transactive energy is that the advantage functions are considered to be bid-functions and (28) is regarded as a market clearing problem.
The advantage function can be calculated offline and updated on a regular basis, for example daily. Seasonal effects can be integrated by for example adding a forecast of the outside temperature as presented in [38] .
The proposed approach is generic in the sense that it can be readily extended to TCLs of multiple types. With respect to the RL part of the solution, Ruelens et al. [12] provides a generic framework for RL applied to TCLs. MPC can be extended by clustering TCLs into different groups based on type and building separate aggregate models for each group.
In the very rare case where a short-term wind forecast is not conveniently achievable, a "persistence" wind forecast, which is known to be accurate on short time scales [39] , can be used. In this case, the entire control framework would rely more heavily on RL making dispatch decisions in real time rather than MPC making decisions in advance, this however is considered outside the scope of this paper.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS & ANALYSES
The control framework developed in Section III is verified through a networked simulation platform. In configuring the benchmark approach for comparison, we chose the priority stacking (PS) [2] to construct an MPC-PS scheme. For the simplicity of presentation, we refer to our proposed MPC-RL as M-R and the benchmark MPC-PS as M-P. The MPC and a database for information exchange are set up in Berkeley, USA; the RL/PS dispatcher and simulators are located in Antwerp, Belgium. The scenario we test is the one in which 3 From the assumption that A > 0 and an equal nominal power for each DHWH. DHWH are dispatched to absorb wind plant forecast errors. We assume that a forecast for wind plants,P w , is produced one day ahead for use in day ahead energy markets, and that a second wind forecast, P w , is produced 15 minutes ahead for use in real time energy markets. The specific use case we test is the one in which a wind plant seeks to minimize its exposure to real-time energy market price fluctuations by dispatching the DHWH aggregation to track P w −P w , the difference between real time and day-ahead wind forecasts. We kept the simulation running for a 40-day period, from which only two consecutive days were randomly picked to visualize the results, as it would be too crowded to show 40 days' results in figures. Statistics of simulation results in Day 2, Day 3, and all 40 days can be found in TABLE II. Results of M-R are both visualized in figures and presented in TABLE II, however due to the space limit, results of M-P are only presented in TABLE II.
To set up the simulation, we considered two clusters -residential and office, and configured 100 simulators for each of them. Probability distributions of hot water use events in both clusters, as shown in Fig. 2 , are constructed by following the methodology in [40] . We first used the probability distributions to generate 2000 customers' profiles with fixed shower and tap water draw amounts, then calculated the average profile of each cluster, resampled and rescaled it to mimic the real 1-min hot water draw profiles. The mean 1-min hot water draw profiles, which were used for training the RL dispatchers, are shown in Fig. 3 . It can be readily verified that residential hot water usage has peaks in the morning and night, while office hot water usage is more evenly distributed. The resampled and rescaled profiles were used to generate the baseline DHWH power consumption profileP b via thermostat control. Note that distributions used in this paper are not binding conditions on the effectiveness of the proposed approach, instead they are constructed to create two clusters for demonstration purpose. More realistic distributions would be used if real-world data is available.
The DHWH aggregation response is measured as the difference between the baseline aggregate consumption forecast, P b and the real time consumption produced by Section III-B's RL dispatcher, P b,RL . The RL dispatcher in turn bases its control on dispatch set-points generated by the MPC controller, P b,MPC , detailed in Section III-A. Fig. 4 shows various power trajectories in the M-R scheme during Day 2 and Day 3. The top panel presents three measures of the DHWH demand: baselineP b , MPC-planned P b,MPC , and RL-dispatched P b,RL . The bottom panel shows trajectories of day-ahead wind forecastP w , 15-minute ahead wind forecast P w , and the sum of day ahead wind forecast and the DHWH response, i.e.,P w =P w + P b,RL −P b . It can be readily revealed from the top panel of Fig. 4 that both the MPCplanned and RL-dispatched demand trajectories considerably differ from the baseline in order to compensate for wind forecast errors. However one can also see that there are small deviations between the MPC-planned and RL-dispatched trajectories. The normalized root mean square errors (NRMSE) NRMSE dispatch between them in Day 2, Day 3, and all 40 days are 9.2%, 6.3%, and 7.8%, respectively. The 5th and 95th percentiles of the day-to-day NRMSE dispatch are 5.1% and 14.1%, respectively. Comparing the corresponding data of M-R and M-P in TABLE II, the proposed M-R presents relatively smaller planned-dispatched deviations. Fig. 5 breaks down the deviations in the M-R scheme into two clusters. The office cluster has a good match, while the residential cluster has few mismatches, leading to relatively big errors in wind power tracking as shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 4 .
Deviations between MPC and RL are mainly due to the usage of average temperature of clusters in MPC. Once the average temperature of a cluster violates the limits, MPC immediately switches ON/OFF all DHWHs in that cluster to bring the average temperature back to range. For example, in the case when the average temperature of a cluster drops below the lower bound, MPC mimics the internal backup controller to switch ON all DHWHs in that cluster. However, it is possible that individual temperature of some DHWHs is still within the limits or even far away from the violated bound. For those DHWHs, RLs would deem the switching action of high cost, therefore rejecting the switching requests from MPC and causing the mismatch. This type of mismatch can also happen when the average temperature are close to the bounds (as shown in Fig. 7) . Additionally, comparing with the office, residential have more cases of long-lasting heavy hot water use which would significantly lower the average temperature. Therefore, residential tends to have more cases of average temperature violation (or close to bounds), as shown in Fig. 7 , resulting in more mismatches between MPC and RL.
The bottom panel of Fig. 4 reveals that DHWH response under the proposed control framework can well track the wind power generation with NRMSE tracking 11.3%, 9.1%, and 10.5% in Day 2, Day 3, and all 40 days, respectively. The 5th and 95th percentiles of the day-to-day NRMSE tracking are 8.1% and 15.5%, respectively. From another perspective, Fig. 6 shows the wind power forecast error and the RL-dispatched demand deviation from baseline, both from the supply side. The mean absolute error (MAE) MAE tracking between the RL-dispatched balancing power and wind power generation deviation is about 15.7 kW over 40 days. The day-to-day standard deviation of MAE tracking is 2.1 kW. Comparing with the corresponding data in TABLE II, the proposed M-R has 5.8% NRMSE and 4.3 kW MAE less deviations than the benchmark M-P, presenting significantly better trackability.
Under the proposed control framework, average temperature, which was used to calculate MPC set-points, across DHWHs of two clusters is shown in Fig. 7 . Since hard upper bound on temperature is imposed, no temperature exceeds 85 • C. Due to massive hot water use events, such as shower in the morning and evening, average water temperature of residential DHWHs drops below the targeted lower bound twice a day.
V. EXPERIMENT
This Sections describes how the approach presented in Section III is deployed in a commercial deployment.
A. Experimental Setup
The cluster comprised nine General Packet Radio Service (GPRS) connected DHWHs. Each DHWH contains 80 liters and is equipped with two temperature sensors, a heating element with a power rating of 2.5 kW and a local backup controller that guarantees comfort and safety limits. 4 Local measurements comprising time, temperature and power are sent over GPRS in a compressed data format to a cloud-based IoT platform, and from there they are pushed to the controller. Here this data is used to determine both the MPC set-point π * φ and the individual control actions u i of each DHWH according to Algorithm 2. The time between sending an activation command and actually having the power available is in the range of 2-4 seconds. This indicates the approach can be used for ancillary services such as secondary frequency control (i.e., automatic generation control). Historical data collected from the installed DHWHs over an 18 day period was used to train the RL-dispatcher and the MPC controller model. In the experiment, the MPC controller generated a new setpoint every 15 minutes. 5 During each of these intervals, the RL-dispatcher dispatched the DHWHs on a per minute basis using Algorithm 2. The results of process are illustrated in Fig. 1 where the MPC set-points and the energy delivered are depicted using the communication stack as described above, demonstrating that the approach presented in this work can be deployed in a realistic environment. Please note that the controller is to be improved in a next iteration, e.g., in the current implementation no feedback is foreseen that can compensate for missing messages and delayed response. An example of a simple feedback strategy is presented in [38] , more advanced strategies that forecast the correction dynamically are a topic for future research.
B. Evaluation
Although the evaluation is limited in scope, it demonstrates the scheme as presented in Section III. For an experiment lasting about 2 hours the MPC controller defined an energy set-point for each quarter hour which was tracked using the RL-dispatcher as presented in Algorithm 2. During the experiment neither the advantage function nor the MPC model were updated, only the results from the MPC optimization and the actual values resulting from the advantage functions. The results are depicted in Fig. 8 , the black diamonds indicate the requested energy from the MPC controller, whilst the grey circles represent the actually observed energy. It is observed that the requested energy is tracked reasonably well, albeit the actual energy consumed is systematically lower. This is due to the fact that some of the commands to switch ON did not reach the DHWH.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This work presents and demonstrates a demand response control architecture for DHWHs. A model-based control strategy featuring MPC is developed to determine cluster-level control actions using an aggregation model, whilst a modelfree dispatch strategy featuring RL is used to project the cluster level control action onto DHWH level actions. This results in a scalable and pragmatic control strategy leveraging state of the art in model-based and model-free control which is evaluated using networked simulations. A successful experimental demonstration is provided using a commercial residential demand response implementation.
In performing this work, several new research questions emerged that will be explored in future work. For example how to use concepts from transfer learning to warm start the advantage function of a DHWH just connected. How to integrate recent developments in the field of hierarchical learning [42] to use the DHWH for different applications ranging from ancillary services, self-consumption and local energy services such as peak-shaving. As uncertainties might exist in DHWHs' response time, it would be necessary to construct an accurate communications model as well as a comprehensive power system simulation to quantify the frequency impacts of the delay. It is also possible to transform the proposed MPC-RL scheme into a RL-RL scheme, where the upper-level RL is trained by data generated from MPC [43] .
